Sex lectures
open with film

The 1957 version of the Caltech sex lectures opened last Thursday night with a film, shown in Culbertson Hall, and smaller groups opened their course tonight with a panel discussion of the participating psychiatrists.

Students attended a forum of written questions for discussion by the panel of psychiatrists at tonight's sex lecture. According to Dr. George D. Mayhew, master of student houses, the purpose of requesting written questions is to allow them to be reviewed later and sent to Dr. Mayhew's office in the student house basement for discussion.

Each group was led by one of the psychiatrists participating in the program. Attendance at the film, concerning the physiology of sex, was estimated at 120. The group discussions lasted till after 11 in some cases. The questions concerned mainly the social and psychological aspects of sex.

Tonight the psychiatrists will answer questions submitted by the students. Following the discussion, the audience will be divided into groups in the student house lounges for discussions led by the psychiatrists. Each of these discussions is open to all Caltech students regardless of house affiliation.

Alumni, wiveS to attend
Seminar Day at Tech

Saturday, April 6, 400 Caltech alumni, their wives and guests, will attend the 20th Annual Alumni Seminar at Caltech, which will include sports, demonstrations of scientific equipment and talks by Caltech authorities on viruses and cancer, flood, radio astronomy, political science, and aeronautics.

The afternoon program will be devoted to a symposium on "The Next Hundred Years". The speakers include James P. Hanner, professor of biology; John R. Weert, associate professor of psychology; and Chester M. McCloskey, executive director, Industrial Associates.

At a dinner the same evening at the Pasadena Elks Club the alumni will have an address by Dr. Ray Unterer, Commissioner of California Public Utilities and Caltech faculty member currently on leave of absence. The subject will be "California Utilities and the Commission".

Big T, Tech offices open

Nominations for the office of Big T Editor and Associate Tech Business Manager were opened last Monday night in Dabney Hall. The Board of Directors met last Monday night, and will continue with the meeting coming Monday, April 8.

A nominee interested should place a note in the box in Dabney and be present at the meeting.

The only persons nominated as of Monday, April 8, were Jedson for the office of Big T Editor and Davis for the Associate Tech Business Manager. Elections will be held Thursday, April 11, 1957.

Lisle offers fellowships

The Lisle Fellowship is offering a number of fellowships for travel in Asia, the United States, and the USSR.

The fellowships are available to anyone over the age of 18 who is interested in the cultural opportunities of this travel. Applicants may choose the country they wish to go to. Applicants for fellowships must then proceed to that country as a group. The tours usually start sometime in June. Part of the cost of this travel is met by Lisle Fellowships. The amount to be determined only by the individual need of the applicant. Applications for fellowships should contact Dr. Gilbert in Dabney Hall.

Folk dance festival
set for Saturday

The annual International Folk Dance Festival will celebrate its tenth anniversary with a gala program of lively folk arts from twenty nations Saturday evening, April 6, in Phiharmonic Auditorium.

Schottisches, czardas, horas, koukla, jigs, reels, and squares will be re-created. This Phiharmonic stage as ethnic groups of all ages demonstrate authentic national dance.

The cast, a "Who's Who" in the world of dance, will include Eva Cechova primal dancer in the student house opera: flamenco sensation Luisa Trilana, soon to be seen in M-G-M's "See Guide", Desi and her Ball-Java dancers; the provocative "Bags of Salt" by Archie Savage; and Egypt's dance idol Omnik Sahakian in his U.S. stage debut.

Tickets, ranging from $1.25 to $3.00, are still available at the Philharmonic Association box office, Michigan 8400 or Southern California Music Company, 727 South Hill.

Theological students
in houses next week

BOD

Board to choose S-F subcommittee

Next Monday's the ASCU Board of Directors will choose a subcommittee to the Student-Faculty Relations Committee. This subcommittee will concern itself with the problems of curriculum and educational policies from the student viewpoint.

Those interested in serving as members of this committee have been requested by the BOD to attend Monday's meeting, at which time they will be screened and appointed. Any students who feel that there are problems arising from the present curriculum or educational policies of the Institute are invited to apply; they need not be present on the present Faculty Relations Committee. This subcommittee will report to the BOD at a later date concerning student feelings with respect to course plans, prerequisites and requirements, and general policies.

Dr. Ray Untereiner, Commissioner of California Public Utilities and faculty on Wednesday, a panel discussion in Dabney is devoted to Taylor's "Dance, in-" and many informal discussions.

The Joe will stay in rooms va- in the California YMCA on U.N. Their stay is being financed by the Dunford foundation. The YMCA will distribute brochures giving detailed information about each man tomorrow.

The Joe is a crass protagonist from the interdenominational Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley, he is 20 years old. He was student body president of Washington State in 1952, where he holds a B.A. degree. He is a Marine veteran, and while at Caltech he will stay at Blacker.

Douglass on

From the Southern California School of Theology in Los Angeles, a Methodist oriented but interdenominational school. He is a graduate of 1949 and 1950. He is youth pastor at the Neighborhood Congregational Church. He will stay at Fleming.

Jack Burningham

April 5: now studying at the San Francisco Theological Semi- nary. He is interested in preachers, music and psycholo-

Taylors new

HIC proxy

In the recently held Inter- house committee elections Vince Taylor, Ricketts proxy, was unanimously elected president, and Joe Fitegian, the present secretary of Fleming House, was elected secretary.

A number of questions were discussed last week including various complaints of the house led by Ricketts' drive to incor- porate the great suite into dormitory. A proxy was thought to broaden the number and types of sports for Discotheque competition, was talked over with overall revisions of the present rules in mind.

Yesterday, a joint meeting was held with the faculty members of the Student-Faculty Relations Committee.
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Doubled and Redoubled by Kay Sugahara

This is another of the hands from the Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament. It is one of the more elementary hands but perfect play is still required to make the contract. The hand:

North

H-- 9 6 2 4
D-- 10 7 6
C-- 8 7 6 3
A-- 4 3 2

South

H-- 9 3 2 6
D-- 7 4 3 2
C-- 8 5 4 3
A-- K 10 8

Dealer: South

 Vulnerable: Neither side

The bidding is rather straight.

Bob opened with West ending up at four hearts. North opened the key diamond sequence and followed with the ace. When the queen dropped on the second round, he continued with the jack and forced the declarer to trump in his hand. If he did, for a lead it is usually good practice to force the declarer to trump in his hand. This is because the moment the time the declarer has a longer trump suit than dummy and he doesn't gain anything by playing with his long trumps. He will get them anyway. Also you might set up a trump trick for your partner. It is not good to let the declarer trump if he has fewer tricks in dummy than in his hand or he will get a rough and a slough.

West trumped the diamond lead in his hand. He has already lost two tricks in diamonds.

The Barfly

by Ed Shuster and Kay Sugahara

This week's drink falls in the general class of "grogs," i.e., rum, water, and ice. Our variation is called "Navy Grog."

NAVY GROG

1 oz. Bacardi Rum

1 oz. Jamaica Rum

1/2 oz. Demarara Rum (180)

Note: 1 oz. Puerto Rican Rum

Juice 1 Lemon

Juice 1 Lime

1 tsp. Sugar

Dash of Bitters

Plain Soda to taste

This drink requires choice rums which probably run beyond the pocketbook of the casual drinker. However, we recommend that you try it occasionally during the cocktail "hour" of the "5:00 World." The Billionaire bartender has demonstrated his skill in whipping up this drink and besides they throw in appetizers. If you happen to be around the Blendvilles in Hollywood or the Huddle in Inglewood you can also step in and try a good one.

Needless to say one or two of these are sufficient for the average drinker. It is very much recommended if you wish to forget it all and get away for a couple of days.

When you get it, then, ask for Dr. Funk. His main ingredient is also rum, but in addition it contains oily licorice. It's perfect for rum gourmets and licorice lovers.

Welcome!
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
in the Old Dorm

Hours: 9-5, 10 Sat. 1-5 $1.50

Phone: Ext. 212

Two Barbers on Monday & Friday

Audience 'Family of Man' opens at LA Muny March 27

The most complex art installation since the opening of Los Angeles' Mutual Art Gallery is being undertaken for "The Family of Man," a photographic exhibition which opened there March 27.

Set here from San Francisco three weeks in advance of its opening in Frank Lloyd Wright's modern gallery at the Barnsdall Park, the 500 photographs in the display come in an entertaining variety of sizes and shapes.

Dressness in theme

The historian's main theme throughout the world is the change of this vast display of peoples, marriages, childhood and early years, too. The lighting and also serve to will be 50 cents for adults and

All are mirrored in their universal aspects throughout the world.

Twin displays

Several of the pictures form special sequences, displayed in unusual ways. One, a series of "Vulnerable: Night," pictures in a circular framework nine feet in diameter, but only about three feet high, and thus of no use for love and also serve to will be 50 cents for adults and

The "theme" picture under to endure score the note of optimism and the universal melody of human emotion.

Opening Wednesday, March 22, "The Family of Man" will be on view from 1 to 9 p.m. every day through May 2. Admission will be 25 cents for adults and

What's it like to be A RESEARCH ENGINEER AT IBM?

Two years ago, college senior Robert Thope asked himself this question as he worked toward his B.E. at the University of Toledo. Today, an Associate Engineer in the Applied Logic Group of IBM, Bob reviews his experiences and gives some pointers that may be helpful to you in taking the first, most important step in your career.

I joined IBM for two clear-cut reasons," recalls Bob. "First, the tremendous company growth obviously offered even more opportunities for advancement. Second, the work area was entirely different from what I was doing as a student with transistorized radar data presentation plans to continue in systems study for the MA-2 bombing-navigational system." His group worked on a digital-to-analog converter "on his own." Bob feels. "Electronic research is really on the move at IBM. We have a tremendous amount of publicity and it is a great opportunity for E.E.'s, LE.'s, M.E.'s, and B.S. majors, and Business Administration majors who want a chance to work toward advanced degrees--at IBM expense."

IBM has a policy of not releasing the names of its research personnel, but Bob recommends if you wish to forget it all and get away for a couple of days.

When you get it, then, ask for Dr. Funk. His main ingredient is also rum, but in addition it contains oily licorice. It's perfect for rum gourmets and licorice lovers.

IBM hopes this message will give you some idea of what's it's like to be an E.E. in Research. There are some excellent opportunities for E.E.'s, I.E.'s, M.E.'s, physicists, mathematicians, Liberal Arts majors, and Business Administration majors who want a chance to work toward advanced degrees--at IBM expense."
The Bulls Pen

by Ford Holtzman

I am sure that if you ask any member, past or present, of the ASCIT Board of Directors what is the purpose of that board, he will tell you very plainly that it is a body, representing the members of the ASCIT, set up to govern the ASCIT. We seem to be trying to suppress representative government in this country. But if you should happen to wander down to the Board Room some Monday, you may wonder, all—have many before you, who is representing whom. In the opinion of this writer, the old Board of Directors spent much of its time representing special interest groups, particularly the Board itself, rather than the entire student body. And the newboard—this board certainly has not exhibited any strong tendencies in the other direction. A case at hand is that of the serious Haddon known as the Board Party.

The Board Party is financed with funds from the ASCIT general fund and from the pockets of the board members. Taking money from the general fund has been justified on the grounds that the money taken out is more or less money put into the fund by Board members themselves. (The Board imposes fines on its members who attend Board meetings, who swear during Board meetings, who appear at the meeting, who don't stay, etc.) However, the money paid as fines is not lost; it's turned into a fund for the party. After all has been added up, approximately $100 comes out of the deep, deep pocket of the Board Party.

The question arises, "Is the party worth $100 to the undergraduate student body as a whole?"

It certainly is worth it to about 3% of the student body, i.e., members of the Board (new and of the old Boards). But there will have to be a pretty good reason for anyone other than the other 97% before I shall be satisfied.

Similarly, has the Board decided to be Board? They are such neat and hard-working fellows! There is no one of deserving. God spare us all from what we deserve! The Board Party is a financial asset, not a savable one than of deserving, it is how much can we get for as little as possible. After all, we are not running a charity. Perhaps the most powerful argument against them is that instead of the breadth of the Board Party is needed in order to ensure the broad-minded leadership for the ASCIT. But I feel that the best men would run for the offices without the few financial rewards involved. In the first place the financial rewards are practically negligible if you think of it in terms of Board Party, the other Board would certainly be below the minimum. This fact invalidates the argument that the Board Party members should be given financial rewards serving on the Board keeps them from holding an outside job.

I doubt that the financial rewards would run part at all in deciding individuals to run for ASCIT offices. There is no such incentive in running for a job. The financial rewards are simply too few to be of importance. They do not benefit the ASCIT as a whole.

Consequently, I must conclude that the Board Party is just a subtle way for the Board members to appropriate money for their own private ends.

CALANDER says it's spring... but it ain't necessarily so. The freezing season may still come up with one last blast. And when that happens, your cigarette smoke makes a mighty Crisp Wisp! Of course, with Luckies, you can forget the weather. Luckies taste fine all year round—and no wonder! A Lucky is all cigarette... nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even better. Forecast: You'll say Luckies are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
Harriers take Poets; Luke scores double win
Coach Bert LaBrucherie'sarsity track team handily beat the Whittier Poets, 77-04, last Saturday at the latter's field. The Beavers wound up by taking twigs as many firsts as the Poets, and swept the 900 to heat. The atmosphere for the Crown City boys was the hurdles, where they gained but four points in the two events.

javelin at 179 and the discus at 112. Tony Leonard, the big meet Redlands on the Bulldogs' field. Redlands will be a lot tougher than Whittier, having taken second in the conference relays, and having beaten Pomona 44-17 in a dual meet.

Frosh tennis team edge out Whittier
Last Saturday, the frosh tennis team met Whittier here. Caltech's narrow victory, 4-3, was assured by upset defeats of the top two men, Walsh and Butterfield. The match consisted of five singles and two doubles, due to Whittier's inability to scrounge up a sixth man. The other three singles were won by Carl Morris, John Hard and Martin Carney. The frosh won one doubles match for their fourth win of the day. The team of Walsh and Hard won, while the team of Morris and Butterfield lost.

Tuesday, the frosh played a practice game with Webb school.

P-C hands golfers third season loss
The golf team dropped its third straight match of the year to a strong Pomona-Claremont squad last Friday. However, it made the best showing to date. Ed Shuster had a good day and managed to hit the scoring column with a sharp 74. Pete Alley also looked good in defeat, narrowly dropping his match. On the whole the team is improving and can be expected to give the rest of the conference opponents some good competition. They are striving to repeat their second place finish of last year.

Today the team steps out of the conference for a return match with Loyola of Los Angeles at the Brooklyn Links. The powerful Loyola squad beat Tech at L. A. Country Club, but the Beavers hope to do better on their home course.

Caltech is known throughout the world for its research in science and engineering. But in the SCIAC, it is also noted for its swimming team, one of the finest in miles swim. Just how many miles will be decided tomorrow when Web Emery's men meet the Occidental Tigers in a dual meet that could very well decide whether or not the Beavers win the conference championship for the second year in a row. The meet now stands a toss-up, with neither team having a significant edge over the other.

A real honker of a nose. This proboscis was a real liability not only to the bumpkins (and hitherto unattached) Cyrano, but to the bumpkins (and hitherto unattached) Roxanne, whose father ran one of the fancier inns in town. The clicker in the dock was that Roxanne banked after another cat... who made the unbelievable (and hitherto fatal) error of telling Cyrano "You, sir, have a rather large nose!"

Once there was a sword with a poet attached named Cyrano (the man, not the sword). Cyrano was equally famous for being handy with the cutlery and having a real honker of a nose. This proboscis was a real liability... not only to Cyrano, but to the bumpkins who had the misfortune to make fun of it. They always wound up with an extremely low body temperature.

In the midst of all this swashbuckling, Cyrano fell for a chick named Roxanne, whose father ran one of the fancier inns in town. The clicker in the dock was that Roxanne banked after another cat... who made the unbelievable (and hitherto fatal) error of telling Cyrano "You, sir, have a rather large nose!"

Budweiser.

KING OF BEER.
Tech men beat Redlands, lose to LACC in close meets

Caltech, defending conference champion swimmers, coasted to a 70-62 win over Redlands last Thursday. Despite the closeness of the score, the Beavers won with no sweat and little close competition. Don Owings and Clark Rees turned in creditable performances in the breaststroke and 220 freestyle, respectively. None of the other members of the team were pushed to any outstanding exhibition.

Bright spot of last Friday's meet with LACC was Clark Rees' conference individual record in the 220 freestyle. He won the LACC's Starbird with a time of 2:18.0. Starbird and Lugol paced LACC to a 53-35 win. Lugol won the 50 and 100 free and Starbird won the 440 free. Tech's 440 medley relay team of Smoak, Owings, Blandford and Velinty turned in a surprise win with a time of 4:21.1.

Tomorrow at 420, S. Oxy comes here in a varsity and fresh meet in Tech's first real test in a conference meet. Next week, Caltech travels to powerful Fullerton JC.

CALTECH VS. REDLANDS
440 medley relay
S. W. Owings, Blandford, Velinty CT, 4:26.8
220 freestyle
Rees CT, Kough R, Balog R, 2:14.1
50 freestyle
Peters R, Brown CT, Kupper R, 24.6
200 butterfly
Blandford CT, Miller R, Thomas CT 2:37.3
Divi.
Thompson R, Pjerrou CT 1:00
100 freestyle
Peters R, Kupper R, Brown CT 25.6
200 backstroke
Smoak CT, Kough R, Miller CT 2:44.2
440 freestyle

CARL'S CALTECH BARBERS
906 E. California
3-2554

Fisher's
RESTAURANT and
COFFEE SHOP
3559 E. Colorado St
A Tech Favorite
Since 1947
Open 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
7 Days a Week
Secretary's Report

FARRAGO

The Board gave tacit consent to the proposal of Lango, Rohtkin, and Scholtz that they originate a new magazine under the joint sponsorship of ASCIT and the Humanities Department. With this consent was included the recognition of the death of Farrago. The new magazine will solicit material from not only undergraduates, but also graduates, faculty, and employees of the Institute and its affiliates. The criteria for advancement of material will be, in general, real literary quality and originality. A clearer and more lengthy statement of the policies of this magazine can surely be had from the Editors. Anyone interested in writing anything of a literary nature should certainly get in touch with one of the above named people.

ADVISOR SYSTEM

Bill McClure is planning a complete program for publicizing the Advisor Program; primarily to the freshmen, but also to the Advisors and upperclassmen. If this publicity of the present system does not produce a real improvement of the system by the end of Fall Term, this coming year, the Board will examine the entire program with an eye to making changes in the program itself. As student opinion as to improvements which could be made will be sought at that time.

BIG BANDS COME TO CALTECH

Tony Lurillo claims that through various devices he will be able to obtain the MGM Studio Band for the Friday night dance of the Last Weekend. Tony will have more glowing details of this band, but the evening it seems, will also include a personal appearance by Tony Mapple.

COMING ATTRACTIONS FOR NEXT WEEK

The stunning and almost unheard of appearance of no less than twenty (20) guests at last Monday's meeting combined with a formidable list of topics for discussion at the meeting this coming Monday promises me to print here a preliminary agenda:

Please for money from all interested organizations will be entertained.

The Board will discuss the general issue of changes in curricula and educational policy with the idea of appointing a committee of interested students to study this issue.

The ASCIT Board party will be discussed.

I would be more pleased to see as large a gathering of guests this coming Monday as last Monday. Everyone is welcome. This would be a good meeting just to watch the Board in action under stress.

Mike Godfrey
ASCIv Secretary

Editor, The California Tech:

I am dissatisfied with Caltech. Although I haven’t been here long, I have had as, I suppose, most freshmen have, many impressions of Caltech. I dislike the way the Institute runs our lives. Now, I have been told that students exercise a greater degree of freedom here than at almost any other school. At certain areas this may well be true. However, there are some matters which do inevitably fall to the authority of the administration, and with which I do find fault.

The first of these is the pressure exerted by the faculty. Each professor attempts to work his students to their capacity, which for Caltech students, is pretty high. This is entirely justifiable in that we came here to learn. Coupled with this is a certain aloofness on the part of the faculty which is also justifiable in that it is necessary to preserve “proper” student-faculty relations. However, the cumulative effect of these, under the study load Tech students have to carry, is enough to get even the best of students down. Furthermore, the problem is aggravated by the fact that the faculty as a whole makes no effort to relieve these tensions. The net result is that the most important part of college life, the academic program, is pretty much of a grind.

I have been quite talked about with which I take issue is that there is nothing representing a final resolution in the fields of both curriculum and student relations. Apparently the hierarchy both begins and ends at the level of faculty committees. One consequence of this is the lack of integration among the various departments. In a college such as Caltech, which is devoted for the most part to science, a greater degree of organization should be possible. Any freshman will tell you that the freshman course is superficially bad in this respect. Another consequence is the mess which is the housing situation. It is my opinion that the administration has not been sufficiently sympathetic with the situation of the “left out” students. This is contrary to the aim which is to establish a cooperative atmosphere among students which do fail to the authority of the administration are handled efficiently.

William Mock

A Campus-to-Career Case History

70,000 telephones to keep in operation...$20,000,000 worth of telephone company property to watch over...166 people to supervise...these are some of the salient facts about Joe Hunt’s present job with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, District Construction Foreman, and O.D. Friday, Supervising Repair Foreman. In Joe’s district alone, 600 new telephones are put into service every month.

“I’ll take a growing company”

Joe Hunt is with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company. Interesting career opportunities exist in other Bell Telephone Companies, and in Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer can give you more information about these companies.

Planning for growth. Joe Hunt (left) talks with Jim Robinson (center), District Construction Foreman, and O.D. Friday, Supervising Repair Foreman. In Joe’s district alone, 600 new telephones are put into service every month.
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